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Product Release Information Version 4.1
This Product Release Information describes the enhancements to Omgeo ConnectSM version 4.1.

Contents of This Release
Based on feedback from the user community, Omgeo has added several enhancements to Omgeo Connect
version 4.1. Table 1 summarizes these enhancements.
Table 1 Summary of Enhancements to Omgeo Connect Version 4.1
Component

Description of the Enhancement

See Page:

Confirms Management

You can view confirms of trades where you are an interested party.

1

User Interface

You can easily identify a note added to a trade.

2

Trades Export

You can export trades from Omgeo Connect into Microsoft® Excel.

3

Settlements Management

Omgeo Connect version 4.1 supports collateralized mortgage obligations (CMOs). This support 5
is based on the latest ISITC1 and SMPG2 guidelines.

1. Industry Standardization for Trade Communications
2. Securities Market Practice Group

Enhancement to Confirms Management
In Omgeo Connect version 4.1, you can view confirmations of trades when you are an interested party.
To view the confirmations, go to the Confirms tab. In the left pane, see the heading Trade Confirmation.
The folder containing the confirmations is labeled IP Confirmations and has the following subfolders
(Figure 1 on page 2):
•
•
•
•

Affirmed Confirm
Unmatched Confirm
Matched Confirm
Cancelled Confirm

The new IP Confirmations subfolders are read only. If you are an investment or hedge fund manager listed
as an interested party of the trade, you can view status changes to confirmations. (Example: UNAFFIRMED
to AFFIRMED.)
Note

Due to space constraints, Figures 1 through 5 in this document show partial screens.
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Figure 1 Viewing Confirms for Interested Parties

Enhancement to the User Interface
Omgeo Connect version 4.1 identifies notes added to trades. You can add a Note Flag column to the
Trades, Settlements, and Cofirms tabs. Figure 2 shows an example of adding a Note Flag column to the Settlements tab.
If a trade has a note, a Y appears in the Note Flag column as shown in Figure 3 on page 3.

Figure 2 Adding a Note Flag Column to Settlements Tab
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Figure 3 Note Flag Column (Circled) on the Settlements Tab

Enhancement to Trades Export
Omgeo Connect version 4.1 enables you to export trades from a view to an Excel file. You can export any
default or user-defined view. The export feature is limited to 100 trades (blocks) at a time.
Figure 4 on page 4 shows the File Download window that appears after you click the Export button.
Figure 5 on page 4 shows an example of an Excel file containing data exported from Omgeo Connect.
Note

When you export from Omgeo Connect to Excel, the data comes from Omgeo’s database and
not directly from the user interface. Therefore, some discrepancies between the data exported to
Excel and what appears on the user interface can result. These discrepancies can occur when
background processing takes place in the database.
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Figure 4 File Download Window That Appears After Clicking the Export Button (Circled)

Figure 5 Example of Data Exported from Omgeo Connect to Excel
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Enhancement to Settlements Management
Based on the lasts ISITC and SMPG guidelines, Omgeo Connect can now support CMOs.
ISITC and SWIFT recommend that investment managers communicate current factor, current face, and
original face to their custodians and accounting agents for processing. Omgeo Connect clients must provide
the values for each field to take advantage of the ISITC and SMPG guidelines.
Table 2 shows the mapping of the DTD fields Original Face and Quantity. This mapping is based on ISITC
and SMPG guidelines. To take advantage of this functionality, contact Omgeo’s Integration team for help
with mapping changes.
Table 2 Mapping of the Original Face and Quantity Fields
Field

Mapping

Original Face

If AllocatedQuantityType is FAMT AND TradeParent.Factor.FactorTyp is NOT NULL AND TradeChild.originalface is NOT
NULL, map TradeChild.originalface
If AllocatedQuantityType is FAMT AND TradeParent.Factor.FactorTyp is NOT NULL AND TradeChild.originalface is NULL,
map TradeChild.AllocatedQuantity

Quantity

If AllocatedQuantityType is FAMT, map TradeChild.CurrentFace
else TradeChild.AllocatedQuantity
If AllocatedQuantityType is NOT FAMT, map TradeChild.AllocatedQuantity

Table 3 lists the following information for fields used for CMOs:
•
•
•
•
•

Field name
Field description
Data format
Mandatory (M) or Conditional (C)
The MT54X Sequence, tag, and format

Table 3 Fields Used for CMOs
Field
Name

M/C

MT54x
MT54x
Sequence Tab

Original Face Original Face Amount Numeric 14.2

C

B1

Quantity
Shares
(reference
SecurityType)

M

Rates

Description

Format

Numeric 14.2

Rates and Factors

C

36B

MT54x Format
36B::ORGV//FAMT/15D
:36B::SETT//AMOR/15D
:36B::SETT//FAMT/15D
:36B::SETT//UNIT/15D

B1

92A

:92A::CUFC//6,25
Conditional for factored securities. Values
include:
• CUFC—Current Factor
• INDX—Index Factor
• NWFC—Next Factor Rate
• NXRT—Next Interest Rate
• PRFC—Previous Factor Rate
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Questions?
Omgeo’s Client Contact Center (CCC) provides general assistance and technical help. Visit
www.omgeo.com/ClientCenter to:
•
•
•

Enter a service request or check the status of an existing service request
Access Omgeo’s knowledge base, documentation library, and bulletin board
Get further contact information

Omgeo also offers training to clients on how our products work and how to use them. Course information
and a calendar of offerings are available at www.omgeo.com/training.
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